DECK TIPS
INFO PACK

CREATING
YOUR
PITCH DECK
What does a startup need to include
in a pitch deck to get them onto the
PITCH shortlist and into meetings
with potential investors?

There are two main factors to consider when putting together a
pitch deck worthy of a place in on Web Summit’s PITCH stages.
The first is design. This includes the style, layout,
and colours used for the slides.
The second is the information you choose to include in your
pitch deck, which should not exceed ten slides.
Your pitch deck will be judged based on the following criteria:
• The product
• The problem
• The solution
• Growth to date
• Business model
• Customer acquisition strategy
• Creativity/innovation
• Financials (if any)
• Team

The product

The solution

Previous PITCH judges have often noted how many

What are the features and benefits of your product? How does

pitch decks they’ve seen that were missing a clear

it solve the problem you’ve identified? This is a great place to

outline of exactly what the startup does. So be sure to

use imagery and videos to show your product in action.

include a clear and concise explanation of what your
company does and why it’s worth investing in.
Outline your company’s product or service,
how it works, and why it’s unique.

The problem
Be very clear about the problem you’re solving.
You must be able to convince an investor that something is
broken. Otherwise, why would they be interested in a solution?

At this stage, you have an opportunity to really show
off the benefit of your product and why it’s superior
to any rival offerings. Don’t undersell it.

Growth to date
Let the judges know if your company has obtained any early traction.
Potential points to include:
• Investment
• Partnerships
• Press/media recognition
• Testimonials

Business model
What’s your business model for acquiring
customers and generating revenue?
Potential points to include:
• How do you make money?
• How will you make money?
• What is your pricing model?

Customer acquisition strategy

Financials

Outline your companies customer acquisition strategy.

Give an accurate prediction of your expected costs,

What are the customer acquisition channels and costs?

projected revenue and your proposed budget.

Creativity & Innovation

Team

We’re particularly interested to learn about how

Remember that investors aren’t just investing in the

you use technology in new and exciting ways.

product — they’re investing in you and the team. They’ll

Potential points to include:
• The backbone of your technology
• Any property rights the company has or plans to have
• Why the technology is superior to its competitors
• Why a rival company can’t replicate the technology

want to learn about the people behind the company.
Be sure to list any key details of the team’s
background, highlighting any experiences or unique
skills that make them crucial to the business.

Summary
Keep it simple.
Don’t try to fit in too much text, graphics, and data into
one slide. You’ll end up overwhelming the judge and the
most important information will get lost in the chaos.
Your pitch deck should not exceed ten slides.
The more information you try to fit on a single slide, the
less information the judges are going to process.
Keep it simple, concise, and to the point.

